Hiking packages in Kamnik-Savinja Alps
Logarska dolina - Solčavsko is an area that attracts visitors with its natural beauty, but it offers even more. Logarska dolina, one of the most beautiful alpine valleys in Europe, is from the north embedded in the chain of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps. Geographically, Solčavsko is a round area along the border between Slovenia and Austria, in the Upper Savinja Valley and in the lap of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps and the Karawanks. The area was recognized as a European Destination of Excellence – EDEN, because of its unique way of combining nature conservation with the life of the locals and the curiosity of visitors from all over the world.

The special feature of the area are three alpine valleys: Logarska dolina, Robanov kot and Matkov kot. Logar Valley and Robanov kot are protected natural landscape parks. Visitors are drawn also by numerous other attractions such as: Potočka Zijalka Cave - an archaeological site from ancient times, Rinka - one of the highest waterfalls in Slovenia, fossils from the Middle Triassic - one of the three sites of vertebrate fossils from the Middle Triassic in the world, great biotic diversity, some of the largest farms in the whole Alpine region, Church of St. Mary of the Snows in Solčava, Center Rinka - a multipurpose center for sustainable development of Solčavsko area, and excellent starting points for a whole range of hiking trails and other outdoor activities.
The three-day package includes easy tours with breathtaking views and unforgettable experiences.

**Difficulty level:** Tours are undemanding, but require suitable hiking clothes and shoes. The program is guaranteed to run from April 27th to October 30th.

**Day 1: Center Rinka – Logarska dolina Trail – Waterfall Rinka (Okrešelj)**  
*Tour duration: 4 hours (Okrešelj and back 2 h); altitude difference: 320 m (350 m)*

Upon arrival at the destination you will see a short introductory film and a permanent exhibition on Solčavsko at Center Rinka. Here you can also get all the necessary information regarding the program. A walk along the Natural History and Ethnographic trail in the Logar Valley will take you through the interesting parts of the landscape park and after a short ascent lead you to the Rinka waterfall. During the journey you will learn about the heritage of logging, charcoal burning and farming in this remote mountain corner. You will also learn about the flora and fauna of the landscape park Logar Valley and the Kamnik - Savinja Alps.

Past the waterfall you can also climb to the botanically interesting glacial cirque Okrešelj.  
A walk along the Logar Valley Trail from the start of the valley to the waterfall Rinka takes 2 hours. You need the same amount of time to return. You can shorten the length of the walk by starting the walk at one of the restaurants in the valley.  
The trail from waterfall Rinka to the Okrešelj mountain hut and back takes 2 hours without stopping at the hut.  
Dinner and overnight at selected tourist facility.

**Day 2: Logarska dolina – Klemenča jama – Strelovec – Robanov kot**  
*Tour duration: 5-6 hours; altitude difference: 1080 m*

After homemade breakfast you start an easy hiking tour from the Logar Valley to the hut at Klemenča Cave (1h) and continue past the thickest larch in Slovenia to the top of the ridge between the two landscape parks, Logar Valley and Robanov kot. The view from the top of Strelovec mountain will fascinate you.  
Surrounded by the majestic peaks of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps, you can admire the valley, big mountain farms and hamlets of Solčavsko.
Here and there you will be reminded of our indigenous Jezersko-Solčava sheep by the ringing of their bells or a view of these good-natured four-legged guests of summer pastures. The trail will lead you from the top down towards the farms, which have for centuries persisted on the slopes above the valley Robanov kot. From the valley you will be transported back to the Logar Valley or to your chosen accommodation, where you will enjoy a well-deserved rest.

Day 3: Podolševa – Potočka Zijalka Cave – Olševa – Podolševa

Tour duration: 4-5 hours; altitude difference: 700 m

The hike up the mountain Olševa has two strong attractions. In addition to the exceptional views of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps and the wider area of the Eastern Alps, there are also impressive archaeological discoveries from this area, which prove that people have lived here thirty thousand years ago. In the underground cave Potočka Zijalka they found the oldest needle in the world, a number of tools from Cro-Magnon hunters, flutes, skeletons of cave bears and other animals. The trail leads from the farms and the Church of the Holy Spirit in the hamlet of Podolševa by the Solčava panoramic road and continues through the woods and partly overgrown rocky hillside and pass Potočka zijalka to the top of Olševa. The top provides magnificent views of the alpine world of Slovenia and Austria, and in fine weather, the view actually extends all the way to Triglav and the Grossglockner.

Price per person: 128 €

- Children between the ages of 3 and 7: 50% discount
- Children between the ages of 7 and 12: 30% discount
- Discount applies if children share a room with their parents. If children are in a special room, discount is negotiated. Upon check-in it is required to communicate the date of birth.

Price includes:
- 2 nights with breakfast at a tourist farm in a double room with toilet and shower
- 2x dinner at a tourist farm or at a guesthouse
- Transfer for day 2 (based on four people)
- Map of the area with marked trails
- Information packet with trail descriptions
- Organization of the package
- Tourist tax
Supplements:
- Single room: surcharge of 20% per night
- Accommodation in a pension: 10€ per night
- Accommodation in a hotel: 47€ per night
- Admission to the park for a car: 7€/car
- Lunch: 8€/person
- Guide for a group per day: 220€/group up to 8 people
- Transfer for Day 3: 6€/person (based on 4 people)

Access:
- Own transport
- By prior arrangement, transfer from nearby airports and cities is available (cost of travel is 1 €/km for a group up to 8 people)

Reservations:
TIC Logarska dolina
+386 3 838 9004
info@logarska.si

Center Rinka
+386 3 839 0710
info@solcavsko.info
Destination Jezersko offers excellent opportunities to be active in a truly pristine natural environment. Here you can find more than 60 km of marked and maintained hiking trails of various difficulties. With its very special location, alpine valleys Ravenska Kočna and Makekova Kočna constantly pamper you with panoramic views of the walls of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps.

On the way you discover the natural attractions such as Lake Planšar, the glacier below Skuta, Čedca waterfall and forests, as well as taste the healing mineral water – Jezerska slatina. On pastures you can observe herds of indigenous Jezersko-Solčava sheep and explore Jezersko's biotic diversity. Due to the different altitudinal zones and diverse geological history here grows close to 1,000 different plant species. Among the cultural heritage stand out centuries old farmhouses, ethnographic museum Jenk's barracks located in a 16th century house, churches in very specific locations and murals - beautiful and eloquent witnesses of history. We are proud of the fact that in Jezersko you can find the oldest and the youngest rock in Slovenia. The latter is more than 400 million years younger than its older "sister". More information can be found in the description of trails below.
The three-day package includes moderately demanding half-day tours along marked trails in the heart of the mountains and glacial valleys. Moderate fitness, hiking clothes and shoes required.

The program is guaranteed to run from May 15th to October 30th.

Day 1: Village center – Češka koča mountain hut – Lake Planšar

Tour duration: 5 hours; altitude difference: 637 m

Meeting place and starting point for the three-day hiking program is the Tourist Information Center, which is located in the village center. Here you will receive all the necessary information, descriptions of trails and a map of the hiking area in Kamnik - Savinja Alps. March into the alpine valley Makekova Kočna and follow the signs for the Češka koča mountain hut. You will have the view of the mighty vertical north wall of Grintovec and distinctly reddish rock failure. That is where Čedca waterfall flows, which in the summer drops quite timidly. The trail winds its way to the timberline and then you step into the world of high mountains, home to the rocks, chamois, mountain pines and fragrant mountain flowers. At the 114-year-old mountain hut Češka koča you stop for a snack before heading back. The first part of the walk takes you along the same trail and then you turn into the valley Ravenska Kočna and follow the sign for "Tovorna žičnica" (Cargo cableway). On a nice thematic trail you continue along the bottom of the glacial valley all the way to Lake Planšar, where you can cool off your tired legs. Water flows into the lake from Skuta, the only glacier in Slovenia and the most south-eastern glacier in Alps. Glacier Skuta is in your sight for the bigger part of your first day.

Day 2: Lake Planšar – Goli vrh (Bare peak) - mineral water spring Jezerska Slatina

Tour duration: 5-6 hours; altitude difference: 882 m

The second day of hiking will serve you with the most beautiful views of the surrounding peaks, because Goli vrh (Bare Peak) is the viewpoint from where you can see a thousand meter high wall Dolgi hrbet, while the whole Ravenska Kočna Valley lies under you. The starting point of the trail is Lake Planšar, which you pass on the right side while walking towards the tourist farm Ancel and further on to Davo Karničar mountain lodge. Here the trail begins to twist and ascend to the picturesque saddle – Jenkova planina, where you can make a short stop at the shepherd’s hut. From here to the top it takes you about 45 minutes of walking in the shadow of larch and spruce. It's revealing name Goli vrh (Bare peak)
testifies to the fact that the top of the mountain is completely bare or covered with soft mountain grass. You return to Davo Karničar mountain lodge and then continue along the right side of the Thematic walking trail to the signpost for Jenk's farm. There follows a guided tour of the ethnographic museum in the unique, more than four-hundred-year-old building. Next is Šenk's homestead, a farm built in the typical alpine style, which was declared a monument of national importance. On the paved road you then walk past the Church of St. Andrew. You complete your walk at the spring of the healing mineral water – Jezerska slatina.

Day 3: Village center - Vernikov Grintavec - Komatevra Valley

Tour duration: 5 hours; altitude difference: 748 m

From the village center you follow the signs for Vernikov Grintavec and the Old church, which you reach after about 15 minutes of walking. It is the first attraction you will visit on this day. On the site of the present church a chapel stood already in 811. It was rebuilt in its present form in the 12th century. It is famous because of the statue of Mary, which was in 1386 donated by Francis, patriarch of Aquileia. Also well-known are the frescoes from the 14th century which are regarded as the oldest in Slovenia.

Next door, at Karničar’s homestead, they offer local products (dried meat products, cheese, cottage cheese) and there you can also get the church key, so you can see the church from the inside. After a few hundred meters you then turn off the forest road and on to the marked hiking trail, which leads you to the top of Vernikov Grintovec, where you can find the oldest rocks in Slovenia. Geologists were able to prove their age with the help of fossils in the limestone from the Devonian period dated to 400 million years ago. From the top you can see the Kamnik - Savinja Alps, the Karawanks, the Julian Alps and the mountains in the neighbouring Austria. You get a 360° view in all directions – an ideal point for the photography enthusiasts. You return down the only mountain trail, but at the foot of the mountain you turn to the farm Spodnji Virnik and pass the layers of tufa. Yes, here tufa rock is formed directly in front of your eyes. Nearby it is also possible to observe the fossils, but be sure to leave them there for future generations.
Price per person: **120€**

* Price is not fixed, it depends on the selected accommodation

The price includes:

- 2x half board at a tourist farm, in a hotel or pension
- Map of the area with marked trails
- Information packet with trail descriptions
- Organization and coordination of the package
- VAT
- Tourist tax

Supplements:

- Guide 220 € / day (for group up to 8 people)
- Transfer: 0.8 € / km
- Guided tour of the ethnographic museum Jenk’s barracks: 2 €
- Equipment rental (climbing helmet): 5 € / day

Access:

- Own transport
- By prior arrangement, transfer from nearby airports and cities is available (cost of travel is 0.8 €/km for a group up to 7 people).

Reservations and all the necessary information are provided by TIC Jezersko (Zgornje Jezersko 57, 4206 Zgornje Jezersko), which is also the starting point of the program.

Contact: tic@jezersko.si or +386 51 219 282

Reservations:

TIC Jezersko
+386 51 219 282
tic@jezersko.si
Let your step carry you in the embrace of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps, where you will find unspoilt nature, which together with the lively cultural events, creates numerous opportunities for an unforgettable experience. Let discovering new paths become your way of life and let nothing stop you. Not even bad weather or time.

The proposed tour will take you to some of the most recognizable peaks – the Kamnik saddle, and two-thousand-meter high mountains such as Planjava, Ojstrica and Dedec. In the end a real treat awaits you in Velika planina (Big Pasture).

Because of the many breathtaking views and its preserved pastoral heritage, Velika planina (Big Pasture) is considered the most beautiful Slovenian mountain. Get to know the picturesque richness of the architectural heritage, chat with shepherds and do not forget to reveal the story of the cheese trnič!

The three-day package includes tours with breathtaking views and unforgettable experiences.

Difficulty level: On the first and the last day the tour is technically easy. On the second day it is technically slightly more demanding.

We recommend: **hiking shoes, poles, self-belay kit, suitable clothing**

The program is guaranteed to run from April 27th to October 30th.
Day 1: Kamniška Bistrica (600 m) - Kamnik saddle (Kamnik hut 1864 m) - * by choice also Brana (2253 m)
Tour duration: 3-4 hours and additional 2 hours to Brana

The trail begins in the heart of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps, in the glacier valley Kamniška Bistrica. The starting point is the mountain hut Dom in Kamniška Bistrica, from where a well-marked trail will lead you to Kamnik saddle. The trail is pleasant and safe and is considered one of the most popular mountain trails in the Kamnik-Savinja Alps. The first part of the trail runs through the woods. The second part offers views all the way to Kamnik, Ljubljana basin and beyond. Once you arrive to the Kamnik hut on the Kamnik saddle, we recommend that you climb a bit higher, where you can enjoy a great view of the north side all the way to the Logar Valley. If you want, you can continue to Brana and then spend the night in a renovated hut on the Kamnik saddle.

Day 2: From Kamnik saddle across Planjava (2392 m) to Korošica mountain (1808 m). By choice ascent to Lučki Dedec (2023 m) or Ojstrica (2350 m)
Tour duration: 3-4 hours with additional 1-3 hours to Lučki dedec or Ojstrica

On somewhat demanding marked trail, we will go past Planjava, the highest and most impressive mountain of the eastern part of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps, and all the way to Korošica. It is a long mountain basin on the southern slope of Ojstrica, where Kocbek mountain hut is situated. Upon request, we will go to mountain peak Lučki Dedec with its characteristic steep wall or to Ojstrica, which is known by its pyramidal top. Overnight in Kocbek hut on Korošica.

Day 3: Korošica – Konj (1803 m) – Velika planina (highest peak Gradišče 1668 m) – Mala planina (lodging house Domžalski dom, 1534 m) – Kamniška Bistrica
Tour duration: 5 hours; altitude difference: 748 m

From Korošica and over the Konj (Horse Mt.), which has an almost vertical north wall, we will go to Velika planina, one of the most beautiful Slovenian mountains, which has preserved the tradition of pasturing until today. The herdsmen's settlement is particularly attractive in the summer when herdsmen drive the cattle and create a unique cultural landscape. Meet the herdsmen or visit the Peskar Museum, which is the only one that preserved the oval shape, and stop at the Chapel of our Lady of the Snows. Do not forget to learn about the story of the special cheese trnič!
You can return to the valley by cable car or extend your vacation for one night in one of the mountain huts on
Mala planina (Small Pasture) or mountain Kisovec.
Tour duration: 5-6 hours with additional 2 hours if you are descending to the valley on foot.

**Price per person: 153,72 €**

The price includes:

- 2x half board in Kamnik hut on the Kamnik saddle and the mountain hut on Korošica
- 1x shepherd's lunch at Velika planina
- One-way ticket for the cable car on Velika planina (Big Pasture)
- Bus ticket on the route Kamnik - Kamniška Bistrica
- Organization of the package
- Tourist tax
- Map of the area with marked trails
- Information packet with trail descriptions

**Supplements:**
- Professional mountain guide: 220 € / per day (maximum 8 people)
- Packed lunch

**Access:**
- Own transport
- By prior arrangement, transfer from nearby airports and cities is available

Zavod za turizem in šport v občini Kamnik
Glauni trg 2, 1241 Kamnik
tel: 01/8318250, tic@kamnik-tourism.si
www.kamnik-tourism.si
Hiking package Kamnik-Savinja Alps
Luče
3 days / 2 nights

In the eastern part of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps, where the formidable Raduha humbly shows her face, lies a typical alpine village, after a legend named – Luče. Pressed against the confluence of Lučnica and Savinja and torn between three picturesque mountains, it represents an ideal environment for hikers seeking pleasure, as well as avid climbers, who want active experiences, unforgettable views, peace and relaxation in unspoilt alpine world.

Embark on a mountain hike, climbing venture or cycling trip and discover the varied landscape ranging from the picturesque river valleys, vast green forests and pastures to steep mountain peaks. You can raise your level of adrenaline during canyoning through the narrow rock canyons, or from a raft or kayak get to know the untamed rapids and hidden pools of clear Savinja. This river is a true paradise for fishing enthusiasts and offers a nice refreshment in hot summer days.

You can spice up your vacation by visiting some of the attractions in the surrounding area - walk along the old footpath from the rock tower Igla (Needle) to Presihajoči studenec (Intermittent Spring), relive the past in carefully renovated farm granaries on the farm Koklej and in majestic Juvan's house, listen to the rotating mill wheel at Žagar mill or explore Lučka Bela, a secluded glacial valley, where peregrine falcon has found its home. The perfect finish to this varied and with activities packed day will include the culinary pampering with homemade local specialties on a selected tourist farm.

Selected hiking trails lead to three picturesque mountains. Raduha, which in its lap hides a wonderful underground world of Snežna jama (Snow Cave), is the highest mountain in the eastern part of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps and is famous for its lush alpine flora. The top of geologically diverse Rogatec promises vast views of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps, Ljubljana basin, the hills of Zasavje and Smrekovec mountain range. Dleskovec Plateau with its alpine pastures and shepherds' trails is a true paradise for solitary explorations.
Difficulty level: Tours are undemanding, but require suitable hiking clothes and shoes. The program is guaranteed to run from April 27th to October 30th.

**Day 1: Luče (522 m) – Rogatec (1557 m)**

*Tour duration: 6 hours; from Zg. Špeh: 3 h; altitude difference: 1035 m*

Rogatec is 1557 meter high peak, which rises above the valley Podvolovljek. To the top lead two marked trails – the easier one runs from Špehov vrh (Špeh Peak) and is regarded as a moderately difficult trail. The starting point is in the center of the village and then the trail runs past secluded farms and through the forests and pastures to the farm Upper Špeh (1165 m). You can shorten the ascent by driving to the farm. The trail continues past the chapel, first along a forest road in the direction of the mountain Kal, then it turns right and over a very steep overgrown slope windingly leads you to the top of Rogatec. Towards the north you clearly see Raduha mountain and below the valley of the river Savinja. On the east side you can enjoy a wide view of Styria and towards the south you can see the Menina Plateau, which rises above the basin Gornji Grad. The ascent up the south ridge is much more daring and the trail is regarded as very demanding. The tour from the Kal saddle to Rogatec requires a reliable step and is not suitable for people with vertigo.

**Day 2: Luče (522 m) – Raduha (2062 m)**

*Tour duration: 8 – 9h, from parking place under Loka: 3 – 4 h; altitude difference: 1540 m*

Raduha, the highest mountain in the eastern part of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps, has two faces. The north slopes are steep and rocky, whereas the south slopes, covered with dense forests and meadows in between, gradually descend all the way to Luče. The starting point is in the center of Luče at the bridge over Savinja, where you ascend to a narrow rocky ridge Breznica. The trail leads partly through the forest and partly through green meadows along the ridge, which runs from Luče all the way to the southern slope of Raduha on Huda raven. Follow the signs towards the Loka Plateau and you
will soon cross a dirt road that leads from the settlement Struge. You can shorten the ascent by driving to the parking lot below mountain hut Koča na Loki. From the hut to the top of Raduha run several marked trails - the shortest one leads across the south-eastern slope between the mountain pine and across mountain pastures all the way to the grassy plains at the peak.

In July and August you can spice up your trip with a visit to the nearby Snežna jama (Snow Cave). A guided tour takes approximately two hours. You will need warm clothes as the temperature in the cave is only about 0 °.

Day 3: Podvežak (1450 m) – Kocbek mountain hut on Korošica (1900 m)
Tour duration: 5 – 6h; altitude difference: 450 m

Dleskovec is a vast mountain karst plateau, which won't disappoint lovers of peaceful corners and unspoilt nature. Typical for this area are rounded shapes, unremarkable domed tops and many beaten roadless areas. There are not many marked trails. The forest road leads to the edge of the plateau and to huts on the mountains Ravne and Podvežak, and can significantly shorten the hike to the selected destination. You begin the proposed trail on the mountain Podvežak and follow the signs through the woods, past the new shepherd's hut and into the world of karst and Dleskovec Plateau. The trail gradually ascends through sinkholes overgrown with dwarf pine, past numerous potholes and small wetlands to Inkretov studenec (Inkret Spring). Then stay on the right path that leads you to the idyllic stone chapel on Molička peč mountain. Follow the signs and across a bleak valley ascend to Sedelce saddle (1900m), where a view to the vast Korošica valley and Kocbek mountain hut awaits you. You are just a few minutes away from the hut.

Price per person: 117 €

The price includes:
- 2x half board at a tourist farm
- Accommodation in a double room with private bathroom, categorization 4 apples
- Map of the area with marked trails
- Information packet with trail descriptions
- Organization of the package
- Tourist tax
Supplements:
• Single room: 20%
• Accommodation in the pension: 30 € per night
• Accommodation in an apartment or cottage (without food): 10 € per night
• Guided tour of Snežna jama (Snow Cave): 10 € per person
• Guide: 220 € / per day (for group up to 8 people)
• Other activities (rafting, kayaking, canyoning, climbing, cycling): on request

Access:
• Own transport
• By prior arrangement, transfer from nearby airports and cities is available

Reservations at:
Dolina Avantur
+386 51 606 410
info@adventurevalley.si

TIC Luče
+386 3 839 35 55
info@tic-luce.si